Abstract-As a key technique of supporting the fixed backbone network, radio over fiber (RoF) systems transmit the radio frequency signals over optical fiber in order to take advantage of their large available bandwidth. In this context, optical fiber aided phased antenna array (PAA) based beamforming techniques have attracted substantial research interest with the goal of improving the cell-edge coverage of cellular base stations. In this paper, we conceive a novel optical fiber aided beamforming technique based on the fiber's nonlinearity to be applied in cloud radio access network (C-RAN). In our proposed technique, the PAA elements are fed by the phase-shifted signals introduced by our highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF) aided phase-shifting solution, which results in an angular beamsteering range of around 90
Analogue Wireless Beamforming Exploiting the Fiber-Nonlinearity of Radio Over Fiber-Based C-RANs I. INTRODUCTION N EXT generation networks require an ever-increasing capacity [1] . The small cells of the emerging dense networks are expected to support more users [2] . In this context, beamforming techniques relying on phased antenna arrays (PAA) [3] , which steer the signal beams in a desired direction are widely used for cell-sectorization. It constitutes a promising application of the emerging large-scale multiple-input-multipleoutput (MIMO) system relying on numerous antennas, owing to their high power efficiency, excellent cell-edge coverage and reduced co-channel interference in cellular network [4] .
On the other hand, we invoke a cloud radio access network (C-RAN) [5] , [6] , where a central office housing the centralized baseband signal processing [7] serves multiple low-complexity and low-cost remote radio heads (RRHs). The proposed C-RAN [8] invokes Radio over Fiber (RoF) [9] transmissions to the RRHs for supporting the emerging small-cell technologies [8] .
Furthermore, the fiber-based C-RAN fronthaul has been widely advocated for employment in future wireless networks as a benefit of the fiber's high capacity, low attenuation, immunity to electromagnetic interference, etc [10] , [11] . In this context, it is beneficial to investigate the feasibility of using optical fiber to assist beamforming by circumventing the employment of a large number of electronic Radio Frequency (RF) phase-shifters, which have a high insertion loss. Figure 1 shows an optical fiber aided beamforming system, which utilizes an optical fiber based delay line for a centralized controlled beamforming scheme. These optical fiber aided beamforming solutions have several benefits compared to the traditional RF solutions in the context of beamforming, which are listed as follows:
1) Using the optical fiber, fiber based fronthaul networks can share the optical transmitter or optical receiver, requiring no additional components for up/down-conversion. 2) The low-complexity RoF network design aims for reducing the complexity by exploiting the fiber's propertiesinduced phase-shift for beamsteering, hence eliminating any additional processing, which would otherwise be required for carrying out the beamforming-specific phase shift. 3) A lower insertion loss is imposed by a fiber-based phaseshifter compared to its electronic counterpart [12] . The fiber aided beamforming technique has grown in popularity in recent years [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . The beamforming techniques based on the Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) utilize a number of uniform FBGs [13] [14] [15] or a single tunable linear chirped FBG [16] [17] [18] . Furthermore, other fiber-based beamforming techniques, such as a dispersive switched fiber delay line to obtain the desired time delay corresponding to the specific phase-response have also been investigated [19] . Other solutions, such as optical demultiplexing relying on a specific configuration of multiple ports [20] , on photonic crystal fibers [3] , on optical ring resonators [21] , and on spatial light modulators [22] have also been researched.
In a nutshell, the FBG-based technique is a scalable solution, which exhibits flexible tunability, low loss, short fiber length and a low-complexity system configuration. However, the phase inaccuracy resulting from the group delay ripple caused by the fabrication of the FBG [23] for example is a key issue to be further researched.
As alluded to above, nonlinear fibers may be characterized by their specific phase responses [24] , while exploiting the harmful fiber-nonlinearity for PAA beamforming. In [25] , a photonic phase-shifter based on stimulated Brilloin scattering was proposed, which requires a table pump source in order to control the phase shift of the output to be fed into the PAA elements. By contrast, in [26] a phase-shifter based on cross-phase modulation was illustrated. In [27] , a phase-shifter based on the nonlinear polarisation rotation imposed by an HNLF was invoked for the PAAs. However, requiring an excessive number of phase-shifters for realizing a highly directional beamforming pattern makes the techniques reported in [25] [26] [27] somewhat impractical. As a compelling proposition, we jointly design the nonlinearity of the optical fiber and a power control unit so that a linear phase response is constructed from the carefully conceived combination of Self-Phase Modulation (SPM) and Cross-Phase Modulation (XPM).
The fundamental objective of our proposed technique is to take advantage of the phase shift imposed by SPM and XPM, where the nonlinearity-induced phase shift caused by SPM and XPM is highly dependent on the power profile of the optical source. After transmission through a short parallel HNLF, the optical signal is then fed into a dispersion-shifted fiber (DSF) for data transmission, which exibits low dispersion in our wavelength region [28] . Then, the received optical signal is converted to the corresponding phase-shifted RF signal, after which a set of signals subjected to linear phase shift is extracted by a filter and fed into the PAA elements. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that HNLF transmission line based technique is conceived for supporting tunable phase-shifting using SPM and XPM, hence substantially simplifying the photonic phase-shifting arrangement required. The proposed technique achieves a beamsteering angular range of about 90
• , which we invoke for sectorization. This range can be readily extended to 360
• by either using longer HNLFs or by specific fibers exhibiting higher nonlinearity. 1 Furthermore, as an application of our HNLF-based phase-shifting beamforming system, a C-RAN network exploiting our design is analyzed, where the end users may connect to one or several RRHs, depending on the channel conditions.
In this paper, we propose employing an HNLF transmission line, which exploits the XPM-SPM-induced phase shifts to build a RoF aided beamforming system. The beam steering is carried out in the optical domain using a centralized processing unit. Compared to the previously proposed fiber-aided beamforming techniques, the advantages of our design using HNLF and the novel contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: 1) We conceive for the first time a beamformer relying on short parallel HNLF lines, which forms a centrally controlled beamforming system designed for the C-RAN fronthaul of low-cost small-cell networks. Meanwhile, the BER performance of the proposed system is maintained in comparison with that of the electronic phase-shifter aided beamforming schemes. 2) A tunable HNLF transmission line based on jointly harnessing the SPM and XPM has never been used for beamforming before. Explicitly, we exploit the unavoidable fiber-nonlinearity for phase-shifting-based beamforming, instead of relying on conventional extra phase-shifters. 3) We present a design example using four antenna elements.
However, our solution is not limited to the design example employing four antenna elements in Section II. Explicitly, it allows us to increase the number of wavelengths and to employ shorter HNLFs in order to increase the PAA's angular selectivity, making it flexibly scalable. 4) We transmit a quadrature-phase-shift-keying (QPSK) signal at 10 Gbps data rate as an example for demonstrating that our design can be employed in the C-RAN designed in [29] , where non-line-of-sight (NLOS) wireless communication is applied. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the system model of our all-optical phase shifting technique and its application in a C-RAN system are presented. Then, our simulation results and analysis are discussed in Section III, followed by our conclusions in Section IV.
II. PROPOSED SYSTEM MODEL
In this section we propose a phase-shifter based PAA aided beamforming system using HNLF and investigate its benefits in the C-RAN system proposed in [29] , resulting in a lowcomplexity scalable system configuration relying on centralized signal processing. Our system exploits the power-controlled fiber-nonlinearity-induced phase shifts, where the phase shift of each antenna element of Figure 2 is controllable through a programmable optical attenuator in a centralized processing unit at the input of the fiber, which significantly reduces the complexity imposed on the RRHs at the fiber's output. Note that our proposed design is applicable to cellular sectorization scenarios, for example for a a sector range of 90
• [30] . To the best of our knowledge, HNLF parallel transmission line based phase shifting has not been used for MIMO beamforming before. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of our proposed beamformer utilizing both HNLF and wavelength evolution in each step. Assuming that only a single wavelength λ 1 is transmitted in this system, the associated wavelength landscape-evolution displayed in Figure 2 . Then, the wavelength having the designed power is modulated by a MZM modulator to obtain an optical single side-band signal. Afterwards, the modulated signal is injected into a short HNLF having a length below 1 km along with a control signal generated by the LD of Figure 2 . A powerdependent phase-shift is imposed and tuned by the XPM induced by the control signal, whose power is tuned by a controllable optical attenuator, as shown in Figure 2 . Then, the output power of the HNLF will be fed into the DSF, where the zero-dispersion wavelength is shifted to the vicinity of 1550 nm [28] for transmission to a remote radio port. The phase is then retained after coherently photo-detecting the RF signal. Thus, based on the power-dependent phase shift of the wavelength transmitted in the HNLF which will be detailed in Section II-A1, the power controller will adjust the power level of the control signal for adjusting the corresponding phase shift.
A. System Overview
Relying on the above discussions related to the conception of a tunable phase-shifting aided beamforming system, our design philosophy is now extended to the tunable multi-wavelength source seen in Figure 2 and using four wavelengths as a design example.
2 Then, the multi-wavelength source injects the optical signal into a MZM to generate a optical single side band (OSSB) signal driven by a Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) modulated electronic signal. As seen at the bottom of Figure 2 , four optical attenuators are used for tuning the power of the four individual control signals fed into each HNLFs. The HNLF is used for imposing different phase shifts for each wavelength due to the XPM induced by the control signal, as detailed below. After transmission through the HNLF, a wavelength multiplexer combines the optical signal into a Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) signal of λ 1 λ 2 λ 3 λ 4 for feeding it into a DSF, where the zero-dispersion wavelength is in the vicinity of 1550 nm. The WDM signal is then split into four branches by a demultiplexer in the example of Figure 2 . Then each branch is fed into a coherent photo detector (PD) for converting the optical signal to an RF signal, which is fed into an electronic amplifier. Finally, the amplified RF signal is fed into each antenna at the same power level for ensuring a satisfactory directivity. In other words, each output of the electronic amplifier feeds a PAA element employing uniform linear arrays, with each element being fed by linearly delayed RF signals. This allows the scheme to steer the RF signal in the desired direction, which is an explicit benefit of combining the appropriately phased signals fed into the antenna elements. Finally, corresponding to the specific locations of the mobile users, the beamsteering angle can be controlled by the specific phase-shift between the adjacent antenna elements.
Next, we provide our simulation-based results to verify our proposed design. Generally, the signal transmitted through the optical fiber suffers from fiber attenuation, fiber dispersion and fiber nonlinearity [28] , [31] . The fiber attenuation causes powerloss, while the fiber dispersion imposes both pulse broadening and inter-symbol-interference. Fiber nonlinearity engenders Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS), Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS), SPM, XPM and Four-Wave-Mixing (FWM), which yield frequency chirping and phase shifting. These effects are routinely considered in fiber-optic communication systems. However, in our system, the SRS, SBS and FWM can be neglected due to having a low optical input power and phasemismatch [31] , which will be elaborated on in the next section.
Thus, considering the fiber impairments above, the mathematical principle of the HNLF channel model based on the Symmetric Split Fourier Method (SSFM) with XPM and SPM will be presented.
1) Symmetric Split-Step Fourier Method With XPM and SPM:
The SSFM is widely used in single-mode fiber (SMF) simulations both for pulse based signals [31] and for continuous wave transmission [31] .
To study the impact of SPM and XPM, a simplified form of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation is used [31] :
where A is the amplitude of the optical input signal, z is the fiber length, α denotes the fiber loss, β 2 is the second order dispersion parameter, which accounts for the chromatic dispersion and γ is the nonlinearity parameter [32] . Upon taking into account the impact of SPM first, based on the SSFM, we arrive at [31] :
whereD is a differential operator that represents both the fiber loss as well as the dispersion andN is the nonlinearity operator representing the SPM. Combining Equations (1) and (2), yields:
To elaborate briefly, the SSFM splits the fiber into numerous short segments of length h, over which the fiber may be deemed linear. There are three operations for each step, in which the first and third step represent the linear operations calculating the attenuation and dispersion, while the second operation represents the nonlinear operations. The first operation occurs in the first half interval of length h/2 and can be described as:
where
) and the differential operator ∂/∂t is replaced here by iω. Then, for the second operation taking place during the middle of the step, the nonlinearity would be accounted for as follows [31] :
is the input signal for the next half step after the nonlinear operation [31] , [33] . Finally, the third operation, which occurs during the second half step repeats the first process. This procedure can be expressed as [31] :
(7) Self-phase modulation occurs, when a single optical beam transmitted through the fiber. More specifically, the reason for the phase-shift caused by SPM is that in HNLF, a high-intensity optical signal may result in the optical Kerr effect [31] , which changes the refractive index of the optical fiber. This results in slowing down the light beam propagation in the fiber. In contrast to the self-induced phase modulation occuring in a single channel, XPM is caused by having more than one optical beams [28] . Thus, the refractive index affecting the optical beam in HNLF is dependent both on the intensity of its own and those of others. The SSFM described above only handles the effects of SPM, while for characterizing the combination of XPM and SPM, Equation (4) should be modified as follows:
where A i is the amplitude of the transmitted optical signal and A k is that of the co-propagating optical signal. Obviously, from Equation (8) , that the change of refractive index will be higher when XPM is encountered. Furthermore, Leibrich and Rosenkranz [33] conceived an efficient improvement of the SSFM subjected both to XPM and SPM, making it possible to reduce the required number of simulation steps by a factor of up to 20 without degrading the accuracy of the channel model. In our design, the Leibrich-Rosenkranz method is utilised for the simulation of the HNLF. In PAA, the beamforming pattern is influenced by two factors: the radiation pattern, which is jointly determined by the type of the radiation source and the array factor, 3 which is dependent on external influences, such as the phase progression, number of elements and the carrier frequency [34] . Here, in order to simplify the analysis, an isotropic radiator transmitting in all directions is assumed. Thus, it is the array factor which predominately affects the beamforming angle. Explicitly, the array factor (AF ) is expressed as [34] :
Then, ψ can be expressed from Equation (9) as: where θ is the beamsteering angle around the axis of the antenna array orientation, d is the constant distance between the adjacent antenna elements and φ is the corresponding phase shift. Furthermore, M is the number of beamforming antenna elements, while k is the wave number given as k = 2π/λ RF [35] . Therefore, in our proposed system, the phase shift φ is introduced by the fiber's nonlinearity as shown in Equation (7), which is exploited for adjusting the beamforming pattern determined by Equation (10). Additionally, radio over fiber systems are affected by fiber attenuation, fiber dispersion and fiber nonlinearity. Hence, our channel model includes the effects of fiber attenuation, fiber dispersion and SPM-XPM-induced fiber nonlinearity are encountered, but that the SBS, SRS and FWM can be neglected. SBS and SRS may indeed significantly degrade the system by reflecting and shifting the transmitted wavelength, when a high optical power is imposed [28] . However, we can ignore these two effects, since the input power of the transmitted wavelength is kept as low as 0.1 mW. This is far below the threshold of the given HNLF, since the corresponding SRS threshold is approximately 270 mW and that of SBS is 42.5 mW based on the theoretical analysis of [28] . Furthermore, we also note that invoking the nonlinearity-inducing technique of Four-Wave Mixing (FWM) is not necessary due to the presence of phase mismatch in our system. This is because the effects of FWM only become significant, when the phase mismatch in the fiber vanishes [31] . Thus, as a benefit of conveniently controlling the chromatic dispersions for our HNLF, FWM can indeed be eliminated as a benefit of carefully tailoring the chromatic dispersion with the objective of avoiding the phase match of the transmitted wavelengths in our HNLF [36] . Thus, SPM and XPM constitute the main contributions to phase variations in the HNLFs in our design.
To validate the feasibility of our parallel HNLF-aided beamforming, we investigate its performance in the context of a C-RAN, where the central office houses the parallel HNLF-aided components of Figure 3 and the RRHs are connected to it using fibers. To elaborate further, we utilize two RRHs in Figure 3 . Explicitly, a single-user C-RAN design relying on two RRHs is considered, where a pair of fibers is used for fronthaul access. In this scenario, the user may connect to either one or both RRHs to achieve beamforming or beamforming combined with either diversity or multiplexing gains, depending on the wireless channel quality.
2) C-RAN System Model: In this section, we briefly describe the C-RAN system, which will be used for the verification of our HNLF aided PAA beamforming system, as shown in Figure 3 . Beamforming substantially improves the SNR gain, thereby increasing the throughput [4] . Hence, instead of using phase-shifters for beamforming in the RRHs, we invoke the proposed all-optical processing based beamforming system, where HNLF aided phase shifting assisted beamforming is applied in Figure 3 .
The C-RAN architecture can flexibly serve the end users in the cellular network [29] , enabling them to achieve either diversity or multiplexing gains. As shown in Figure 3 , the C-RAN fronthaul is fiber-based, where our HNLF aided PAA technique is employed for achieving beamforming, whilst simultaneously connecting the central office to the RRHs. Naturally the link between the RRH and the end-users is wireless.
In this C-RAN system, we adopt the approach of [29] , where end-users may be connected to one or several RRHs, depending on the prevalent channel conditions, as follows.
1) If the wireless channels between the user equipment (UE) and both RRH1 as well as RRH2 of Figure 3 are favourable, then the UE may be connected to both RRH1 and RRH2, where either multiplexing or diversity gain is attained in addition to beamforming employed at each RRH. 2) On the other hand, when one of the wireless links is in deep fade, the UE is connected to only one of the RRHs, exploiting the better channel, thereby attaining an improved SNR [29] . In this case, the UE may be connected to either RRH1 or RRH2 of Figure 3 . In our design, we investigated both cases using our HNLF aided PAA beamforming technique for demonstrating the flexibility of our design. Thus, we integrated our HNLF-aided beamforming into a C-RAN system.
Let us now consider the network of Figure 3 , where the user is equipped with N r received antennas and each RRH is equipped with N t transmit antennas. Furthermore, the user is positioned at an angle of ψ 1 and ψ 2 with respect to RRH1 and RRH2, respectively. In the scenario where the user is connected to only one RRH, say RRH1, the received signal vector after combining is given by
where f is the beam steering vector of size N t × 1 formulated by the fiber, x is the input signal stream, n is the complex Gaussian noise of mean 0 and variance σ 2 , w is the combining vector of size N r × 1, β is the RoF-system-induced distortion, while H is the semi-correlated channel with L paths, which is given by 
where φ r and φ t are the angle of arrival and departure, respectively, while α l is complex Gaussian distributed whose amplitude is Rayleigh and phase is uniformly distributed. On the other hand, when the user is served by 2 RRHs, the signal vector received in the downlink is given by
where H and F are now expressed as H = [H 1 H 2 ] and F = diag (f 1 , f 2 ), respectively. To elaborate further, H i (i = 1, 2) is the sub-channel 4 matrix of size N r × N t of the link spanning from the i th RRH to the UE as shown in Figure 3 , while f i (i = 1, 2) is the beam steering vector of size N t × 1 employed at the i th RRH. The weights of the vector f i are those of a zeroforcing beamformer, where the weights of the vector f i is tuned for mitigating the interference caused by other RRHs, i.e. it can null the interference caused by a signal arriving from different angles. Furthermore, x is the signal vector of size 2 × 1, while W is now a matrix of size N r × 2. The signal transmitted by the beamforming at the RRHs is received by the UE, where the signal is downconverted and processed digitally in the baseband using the combiner matrix W H . In this paper, the linear minimum mean squared (LMMSE) solution 5 is chosen as the combiner matrix W H . This design can be interpreted as a sub-array architecture, which was depicted and discussed in great detail in [37] . A similar approach can be followed here for multiple RRHs association.
Next, our simulation results characterizing the powercontrolled phase shifts are presented, while the system performance of Figure 3 is analyzed and compared to that of the 4 It is instructive to note that, in this case, when two RRHs are used for transmission, E[ H 2 F ] = 2N t N r . 5 Any combiner solution can be employed. We have considered LMMSE as a simplifying solution.
system using traditional electronic phase-shifters without our Radio over Fiber aided beamforming.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we will first discuss the attainable phase shifts using our HNLF-aided beamforming scheme. Then, we characterize our fiber-based C-RAN system and benchmark it against that relying on traditional phase-shifters.
A. HNLF-Aided Phase-Shifting System
An HNLF channel transmitting QPSK modulated electronic signals of a multi-wavelength laser source has been simulated using MATLAB. The parameters used are shown in Table I .
More explicitly, a laser source having the four wavelengths of 1549.4, 1549.6, 1549.8 and 1550 nm is modulated by an RF signal having the centre frequency of 6 GHz, where the MZM modulator of Figure 2 is used for generating OSSB to reduce the influence of fiber dispersion. As for the optical fiber properties, the HNLF has an attenuation of 2.13 dB/km, a dispersion parameter of −1.7 · 10 −12 s 2 /km and a fiber nonlinearity of 18 w −1 /km [38] and we rely on a 10 km DSF for signal transmission. In our design example we assume that each HNLF fiber has a length of 1 km.
Since the XPM-and SPM-induced phase-shifts fed into our four antenna elements is dependent both on the power level of the four control signals of the LD and on that of the data signals, we used the four optical attenuators of Figure 2 as the power controller for varying the power of each control signal having the same wavelengths to obtain the desired power. After the MZM, the quadruple-wavelength optical signal is demultiplexed, combined with each control signal and then fed into each HNLF. After transmitting through the HNLF and experiencing XPM-SPM-induced phase shift depending on the specific power level of both the modulated data signal and on that of each amplified control signal, we multiplex the output of the four HNLF and transmit the resultant WDM signal over a DSF, which exhibits zero dispersion in the wavelength region of 1550 nm.
In order to characterize the effect of each wavelength on the phase shift of the different signals, we fixed the input power for each wavelength to 0.1 milliWatt (mW) and varied the tunable power of the control signal from 0.1 mW to 60.1 mW with a step-size of 0.2 mW. Thus, the SPM maintains the same effect for each wavelength, implying that the phase-shift between each wavelength would only be affected by the XPM induced by the variation of the control signals' power. As a result, we obtained 301 power levels corresponding to the four separate wavelengths. Then each optical wavelength was demodulated with the aid of coherent photodetection, yielding the photo-detected RF signal associated with a constant phase shift between the different photodetected RF signals. This was then translated into specific beamforming angles after being radiated from the PAA. Again, by collecting phase values corresponding to the above-mentioned power levels, we have attempted to identify the specific power for the particular optical wavelengths at which we have a constant phase shift between the four PAA elements. Furthermore, each control signal power associated with each wavelength can be tuned separately with the aid of four individual optical attenuators, thus granting us substantial flexibility, as shown in Figure 2 .
To obtain a highly selective beamforming pattern, it is a challenge to maintain a constant phase shift between each and every element. As a solution, our design offers us a continuous phase tuning flexibility.
In our example, we used four parallel HNLFs to introduce phase shifts, while employing a DSF based techniques for transmitting the data to the RRHs. The measured phases of the four wavelengths at the outputs of both the HNLF and of the DSF are sketched in Figure 4 , showing that they are nearly constant and hence indicating that our 10 km DSF only has a modest impact on the phase. Again, we can generate the required phase shifts based on the outputs of the parallel HNLF. Thus, we can simply test the parallel HNLFs and then design a codebook, storing the desired beamsteering directions and the corresponding level of the control powers required. Figure 5 shows the range of phase shifts available, which span from −0.6 rad to 1.6 rad. 6 As a result, Figure 6 portrays the corresponding angular directions, 6 The x-axis in Figure 5 refers to the number of possible phase shifts that can be attained, with each corresponding to a specific control power combination. where a continuous scanning range of 90
• is attained using a four-element PAA. Thus, we invoked our proposed system for cellular sectorization within a range below 90
• , where a full range of 360
• scanning angle is not required. It was shown in [39] that having a phase error standard deviation for a four-element PAA system below 0.32 rad (18.33 • ) is suitable for guaranteeing a good beamforming performance. Based on the attainable phase shifts seen in Figure 5 , we are able to keep the phase shift differences among the antenna elements within 0.01 rad, which may be deemed almost negligible. Hence our technique is capable of maintaining accurate directivity, outperforming the family of FBG techniques [35] , [40] , [41] . This is because the accuracy of the FBG family is determined by the fabrication imperfections of FBG, which potentially introduces group velocity ripples, hence potentially degrading the directivity accuracy.
To briefly conclude the impact of XPM and SPM on the beamforming pattern, we extract specific power combinations corresponding to the beamsteering angles required for specific cell-sectorization angles. As explained in Section II-A1, the optical power induces fiber-nonlinearity, which can then cause the phase variation of each transmitted wavelength as verified by Equation (7). The phase variations are then exploited for obtaining a relationship between the optical power and the attainable constant phase shift of the adjacent antennas as portrayed by Figure 5 , according to which we can form the specific beampattern of Figure 6 . As an example, Table II shows some of the power combinations of the four control signal powers required for particular constant phase shifts for supporting the desired beam directions. These codebooks can be directly used by practitioners to design the sectorization patterns required.
1) Parametric Study:
As mentioned in Section II-A, the fiber impairments of SBS, SRS, FWM can be neglected, provided that we invoke SSFM for modelling the fiber-nonlinearity aided beamforming. Furthermore, there are other system parameters that affect our system performance and here we consider the MZM's nonlinearity, the optical input power and the HNLF length.
a) The MZM's nonlinearity: The MZM's nonlinearity is caused by the high amplitude of the MZM's drive voltage. As analyzed in [42] , [43] , the MZM's nonlinearity generates higherorder harmonics, which can potentially degrade our system performance. The MZM's modulation index (MI)
determines the MZM's nonlinerity [42] . V dr is the amplitude of the drive voltage of the MZM of Figure 2 and V π is the switching voltage of the MZM. By controlling the amplitude V dr to vary the modulation index according to 2.6, 3.7, 5.2 and 6.3, we obtained the output phase of the HNLF shown in Figure 7 , while in the results reported in Figure 4 , we fixed the MI to 0.5 to eliminate any harmonics. It is clearly shown that the phases obtained are fluctuated compared to the output phase of the HNLF seen in Figure 4 and the fluctuation becomes increasingly severe upon increasing the modulation index. In our proposed system, a MI of 0.5 is used for removing the second-order and higher-order side-bands caused by the MZM's nonlinearity. b) The optical input power: In the performance study of Section III-A, we fixed the optical input power of the HNLF to 0.1 mW, which substantially reduced the SPM that might shift the phase in the transmitted DSF of Figure 2 . To further characterise the impact of the optical input power, we vary the transmitted optical power according to 0.5, 1 and 2 mW and we compare the output phase of the HNLF and of the DSF of Figure 2 . The results of Figure 8 indicate significant degradations when the power is increased to 2 mW, where the signal associated with the optical input power of 0.5 mW exhibits a similar performance to Figure 4 while the phase of two outputs divert marginally when the power is 1 mW. Thus, varying the optical input power for each wavelength feeding the HNLF will affect the corresponding beamforming direction instructed in the codebook shown in Table II .
c) The HNLF fiber length: In our example, we proposed parallel HNLF fibers with each fiber length being 1 km for the sake of having a cost-efficient system design. However, we also noted that the achievable beamforming scanning range is limited to 90
• . Thus, we increase our HNLF fiber length to 2 km to broaden the achievable range. Figure 9 shows that the achievable phase shifts have a range of −2.6 rad to π rad, implying that a beamforming scanning range of nearly 360
• Fig. 9 . Attainable phase shifts with HNLFs fiber length of 2 km.
can be realized at the cost of having a longer fiber. Note that the longer fiber can be readily implemented by a cable drum, which can be accommodated without requiring larger space. Alternatively, a highly nonlinear chalcogenide fiber having a nonlinearity of 50,000 times that of the standard silica fiber [44] can also be used in our system for the sake of reducing the overall fiber length to a few meters.
The above-mentioned parameters are likely to affect the RoF system and should be carefully tailored. Since our system is designed for cellular sectorization, a beamforming scanning angle within 90
• is satisfactory. Our C-RAN application is based on the codebook given by Table II designed for cellular sectorization.
B. C-RAN BER Performance
We have indicated in Section I and II-A that our system is capable of simplifying the electronic phase-shifter based conventional beamforming transceiver system implemented in the conventional base station by beneficially exploiting the fibernonlinearity aided beamforming technique. C-RAN is widely recognized as a cost-and energy-efficient mobile access network for reducing the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) [8] , such as the management and maintenance fee, by centralizing most of the digital signal processing in a central office. More specifically, regarding the analogue beamforming system design, we centralize the beamforming pattern control in the central office, while exploiting fiber nonlinearity to shape the phase response. Hence we eliminate the need for the analogue phase shifters. For example, as discussed in [12] , the number of electronic phase-shifters of a conventional analogue beamforming system is a linear function of the number of transmitter antennas. Thus, a four-transmitter-antenna aided beamforming system requires four RF phase shifters and four RF chains, which are housed in the RRHs. In the proposed fiber-nonlinearity aided beamforming system, actively powered phase shifters, power-thirsty analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) and digital-to-analogue converters (DAC) are totally eliminated, while invoking four short HNLFs of 1 km length in the central office to obtain the designed beamforming phase response. The beamforming angle control is confined to the central office, where the complexity of the conventional base station imposed by the beamforming is substantially reduced. Furthermore, the central office is capable of steering the beam transmitted from multiple RRHs, which will be discussed in this section.
Since the codebook of Table II can be used for generating specific beams, the centrally power-controlled beam steering scheme is capable of supporting our C-RAN system, which relies on low-complexity RRHs. Here, to validate that our proposed system can be exploited in a C-RAN system, we have discussed the amalgamation of RoF and C-RAN in Section II-A2. The associated performance results are presented in this section. Based on the C-RAN system of Figure 3 and on the discussions of Section II-A2, the UE of Figure 3 can be connected either only to RRH1 or to both RRH1 and RRH2, depending on the prevalent channel conditions as detailed in Section II-A2. We consider both cases and show the bit error ratio (BER) performance attained in Figure 10 . Figure 10 shows the BER performance of the fiber aided beamformer and of the beamformer using conventional phaseshifters without RoF as a bench marker. As discussed in [29] , when one of the RRHs of Figure 3 is in deep fade, the C-RAN system is capable of switching to another RRH (e.g. RRH1 of Figure 3 ) for transmission. The corresponding BER curve of the single-link RRH1 is shown in Figure 10 , which shows only modestly degraded BER results compared to those using conventional electronic phase-shifters without RoF. 7 On the other hand, when the UE is connected to both RRH1 and RRH2, 8 two independently fading spatial streams are transmitted to the user positioned at angle 105
• and 120
• from RRH1 and RRH2 of Figure 3 invoked for spatial multiplexing, respectively [45] . It can be seen from Figure 10 that the fiber aided beamformer shows a negligible 0.1 dB SNR degradation compared to that of the beam steering using conventional phaseshifters without RoF. This is due to the phase noise introduced by RoF system. Furthermore, due to the interference introduced by multiplexing shown in Figure 10 , we achieved a better performance for the RRH1-based single-link transmission than that for multiplexing. Thus, as evidenced by Figure 10 , our RoF aided beamforming technique is capable of supporting a C-RAN system, whilst reducing the cost-and energy-consumption compared to the conventional electronic phase-shifter aided beamforming system.
Hence our solution may be readily invoked for sectorization of a C-RAN cellular network to improve the SNR gain attained.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a novel phase shifting network relying on fiber nonlinearity has been proposed for analogue wireless beamforming, which was investigated in the context of a C-RAN system. Explicitly, the optical power-dependent phase information has been translated into a particular beam-steering pattern using our RoF design. It was shown that the beamforming angles may be configured to cover a range of about 90
• . Our system can be centrally controlled using our novel HNLF aided tunable beamforming scheme, which can also be utilized for the C-RAN fronthaul. Furthermore, a 10 Gbps QPSK signal transmitted in the downlink of a C-RAN system implementing our HNLF aided beamforming scheme was characterized, where the BER performance shows only a modest degradation compared to that using additionally conventional electronic phase-shifters. Furthermore, future work can be focused on the C-RAN's response time and sum-rate, as addressed [46] .
